
 

Subject:  Review of Draft Policies for the Niagara Official Plan 

To:  Committee of the Whole – Planning & Economic Development 

From:  Planning and Development Department 

 

Report Number:  PD-32-21 

Wards Affected:  All 

Date to Committee:  July 5, 2021 

Date to Council:  July 12, 2021 

Recommendation: 

Receive Report PD-32-21 on the proposed draft policies for the Niagara Region Official 
Plan; and  

Direct Staff to forward comment and advice, to the Region for submission to the Province; 
and 

Direct Staff to forward a copy of this report to the Niagara Region. 

Purpose: 

The purpose of this report is for staff to provide an outline of their analysis and review of 
the draft policies Niagara Region has developed as a component of their new Official 
Plan. This review has been undertaken to provide Committee and Council with a 
summary of the preliminary comments Town staff have compiled. 

Through review of draft Regional Official Plan polices, staff are ensuring that this high-
level document includes consideration for Town Council Priorities. These priorities 
envision a Town community that is welcoming, connected, vibrant and resilient. 

Background: 

The development of the new Niagara Official Plan (NOP) includes the first comprehensive 
review since the original Policy Plan was approved in the early 1970s. 
 
The process to develop the new NOP – in its current form – started in 2017. Before that, 
other Official Plan initiatives like Imagine Niagara were completed, which provided certain 
direction that carried forward to the NOP process. Other projects started prior to the NOP 
such as the Municipal Comprehensive review that begin in 2013 have been merged with 
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the NOP work program. The work to date is summarized in Regional Staff Report PDS 
17-2021 that is provided in Appendix A. 
 
The NOP is a long-range planning document that implements a planning horizon to 
2051, which conforms with the timeframe in A Place to Grow, Growth Plan for the 
Greater Golden Horseshoe (2019, amended 2020) (“Growth Plan”). 
 
The requirements for an Official Plan is set out in the Planning Act, 1990. Additionally, 
the NOP must be consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (2020), conform with 
the Growth Plan, the Greenbelt Plan and not conflict with the Niagara Escarpment Plan. 
 
For many reasons, Niagara needs a whole new Official Plan. Some of the key reasons 
are as follows:  
 

 Improve the natural environment system over the existing Plan’s system. 
Regardless of the Option chosen by Council, it will be an improvement to what 
currently exists. 

 Address Climate Change. The new Official Plan will prioritize climate change 
throughout, with the goal of mitigation and adaptation to achieve resiliency. The 
existing Plan is deficient in this area. 

 Consider Affordability and Market Demand. Housing prices have gone up 42% in 
Niagara over the last 5 years. There is need to address that by adding new 
housing, and in particular, higher density forms of housing. A plan that promotes 
the range and forms of housing to help address this issue is required. 

 Intensification and Density policies to help create complete communities. The new 
Official Plan will have policies for more compact, efficient forms of development, 
including clear, strategic intensification policies. The Province requires a 50% 
intensification rate; the NOP draft policies exceed that at 56%. The existing Plan 
only requires a 40% intensification rate. 

 Related to the above, there needs to be focused Strategic Growth Areas. This 
includes GO Station Areas and other locations where more intense forms of growth 
are anticipated. This is needed to help meet affordability and climate change goals, 
and to provide clearer direction to municipalities on how and where to focus denser 
forms of development. 

 Clearly defined employment areas and policies to provide stability and 
predictability. Currently, the Region’s employment area policies and mapping are 
unclear, unlike most other regions. Niagara needs to better direct employment area 
investment and limit risk of undesired conversion to non-employment uses. 

 Easier to implement by local municipalities. Niagara Region’s existing plan has 
inefficiencies that can be improved and some outdated policies that do not reflect 
existing conditions.  

 Efficiently coordinate with key engineering and finance programs. Specifically 
the NOP’s timeline aligns with the Development Charges update, Water and 
Wastewater Master Plan and Transportation Master Plan update. The Region 
needs a plan that is infrastructure-coordinated and will work to help capture 
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growth-related costs set out in the Development Changes Background Study, so 
growth can pay for growth. 

 
As previously noted, the NOP covers a horizon to the year 2051; Niagara in 2051 will 
look different than it does today. The Region needs a plan that preserves what’s 
important, while permitting growth for a future generation of businesses and residents. 

Report: 

The Regional Official Plan is the overall high level planning document that provides 
direction for all of Niagara Region. The approval authority for it is the Province who review 
it through the lens of all applicable provincial policies, as identified above. The Official 
Plans of all lower tier municipalities are required to comply with this plan and so Town 
staff have been closely following the process being undertaken by the Region to date. 
There have been multiple interactions in this regard between Regional and Town staff.  
Since there is significant growth forecasted, as outlined later in this document, the Region 
is also concurrently working on their Master Servicing Plan and Transportation Master 
Plan to ensure they take into account growth projections, moving forward to the 2051 
planning horizon.  
 
The draft polices and sections of the Official Plan developed to date are not completely 
fulsome as it is still early in the process and there will be multiple other consultation points 
as it moves forward. That said, staff have reviewed the draft policies that have been 
completed to date. Our analysis is broken down below: 
 

Natural Heritage System 

 
As one of the initial steps in development of the new Official Plan, Regional staff worked 
on development of a Natural Environment Work Program (“NEWP”) which sets out the 
regional-scale natural heritage system (“NHS”) and water resource system (“WRS”), 
including policies and mapping. These are described together as the integrated Natural 
Environment System (“NES”) since they are ecologically linked, rely on and support each 
other, and have many overlapping components. They are described in both Appendix A 
and Appendix B, Executive Overview - Natural Environment.  
 
The NEWP was endorsed by Regional Council in 2018. This included an incremental 
approach to developing the policies and mapping. As such, multiple options were 
identified and brought forward for consultation with lower area municipalities and other 
stakeholders, and for Regional Council consideration. All of the NES Options are an 
improvement over the existing system and conform with, are consistent with, or do not 
conflict with, Provincial policy. These options generally consist of the following:   
 
Option 1 – Required Standards – Overlay 
Option 2 – Required Standards – Designation 
Option 3 – Going Beyond the Required Standards 
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Option 1 implements Provincial Policy in a manner that achieves Provincial standards. 
This option treats ‘natural heritage features and areas’ throughout the Region as an 
overlay (i.e., Provincial policy maps overlaid on to Regional maps).  
 
Option 2 is similar to Option 1, but designates the same ‘natural heritage features and 
areas’ in an exclusive land use designation, there-by going one step further than an 
overlay. 
 
Option 3 exceeds Provincial standards (per the P.P.S.) by including sub-options (3A, 3B 
and 3C) which provide greater protections for significant woodlands and which includes 
an increasing number of optional components, linkages, and enhancements as well as 
buffer distances, protection zones and re-planting zones. 
 
As a result of Regional staff consideration and their outreach to all relevant stakeholders, 
Option 3B was selected and brought forward for Regional Council endorsement on May 
12, 2021.  This option was selected by the Region due to the following: 
 

 It exceeds the required provincial standards for the identification of features and 
systems which in the long-term will support a more resilient and biodiverse NES. 

 It ensures that there is not a reduction in the area of treed vegetation communities 
included within the Region’s NES. 

 It helps support other objectives, such as helping mitigate the impacts of climate 
change. 

 It provides a balanced approach for the protection of the natural environment by 
increasing the number of components and features outside of settlement areas 
and limiting additional constraints to development in settlement areas.  

 It provides flexibility for local municipalities to plan for local needs and priorities in 
their communities. Local municipalities would not be prevented from going beyond 
the Regional system, either through their Local Official Plans or Secondary Plans.  

 It considers the significant public input received even though it was clear that there 
was no consensus on which NES Option was most desirable. This speaks to the 
need for a balance between the Options. 

 
Towns staff were included in the consultation efforts undertaken by the Region. Town 
staff preferred Option 2 due to the ability to be flexible in identification of natural heritage 
attributes and linkages and their related protection. These linkages are recognized as an 
area, that may or may not be associated with the presence of existing natural features 
and areas, that provides and maintains ecological connectivity between natural heritage 
features, and supports a range of community and ecosystem processes enabling plants 
and animals to move among natural heritage feature. Under Option 3B, they are not 
considered to be a ‘supporting feature or area’, rather they are considered a separate 
component of the natural heritage system. As such when any development is proposed 
within these linkages, an environmental evaluation is required that would consist of the 
following: 
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 Assess the ecological features and functions of a linkage, including its vegetative, 
wildlife and/or landscape features or functions 

 Identify appropriate boundaries/widths that permit the movement of wildlife 
between nearby ‘natural heritage features and areas’ (including ‘other woodlands’) 

 Describe the ecological functions the linkage is intended to provide and identifies 
how these ecological functions can be maintained or enhanced within a 
development proposal 

 Assess the potential for compatible uses such as stormwater management ponds, 
passive recreational uses and trails within the linkage to determine how the 
intended ecological functions of the linkage can be maintained or enhanced; 

 Assess potential impacts on the linkage as a result of the development 

 Make recommendations on how to protect, enhance, or mitigate impacts on the 
linkage and its ecological functions through avoidance and planning, design and 
construction practices  

 
Staff were looking to optimize flexibility in this regard due to the large amount of rural 
lands within the Town coupled with strong emphasis on agricultural excellence from an 
economic development and Council priority standpoint. Option 2 would have enabled 
better consideration of local circumstances to better support agricultural operators instead 
of automatic implementation of more stringent policies with large mandated buffer zones. 
It would allow staff discretion at the local level which is important considering the more 
specific knowledge of existing conditions at this level. That said, staff do acknowledge the 
need to protect the natural heritage system and that option 3B does propose enhanced 
protection to identified features that staff recognize is important. Staff also recognize that 
it may be possible through the above assessment to conclude that a feature or linkage is 
not necessary for ecological reasons. 
 

Regional Growth Allocation, Land Needs Assessment, and Regional Structure 

 
The Province’s Growth Plan requires that Niagara Region plan for a minimum of 674,000 

people (288,600 households) and 264,000 jobs to 2051.  As required by the Growth Plan, 

the Region is required to allocate population and employment growth to all local 

municipalities in Niagara. The Region must also undertake a Land Needs Assessment 

(“LNA”) in conformance with provincial methodology; the LNA determines the amount of 

Community Area (where people live, work and shop) and Employment Area (where 

traditional businesses are located) that is needed to accommodate the growth forecasts. 

The Region has completed the above analysis as part of its Official Plan Review.  As a 

result of this analysis, the Region has forecasted an allocation of 35,660 people and 

15,960 jobs for Lincoln by 2051.  This is detailed in the table extracted from PDS 17-

2021 Appendix 3.4 - Draft Growth Forecasting Policies, in Appendix C of this report.   

 

The municipal growth forecasts are the basis for all land use planning decisions in the 

Regional Official Plan to 2051.  The Region will use these forecasts to determine the 
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location and capacity of new infrastructure, public service facilities, and the delivery of 

related programs and services required to meet the needs of Niagara’s current and future 

residents.  In consultation with local municipalities, these forecasts are to be regularly 

monitored and revised every 5 years by the Region.   

Once the Region’s Official Plan is approved, the Town’s Official Plan must be updated to 

include Lincoln’s allocated population and employment forecasts. Planning Staff have 

reviewed the Region’s technical growth allocation and land needs assessment and 

provide the following summary and comments. 

Growth Allocation 

 

The Region’s population growth forecast from 2021 to 2051 for Lincoln is 35,660 people 

which represents 4,600 residential units (i.e., households). This represents a compound 

growth rate of 1.3% per year which is the same as the Region-wide growth rate.  The 

Region has provided a breakdown of growth in 5-year increments which corresponds to 

census years.  From 2021 to 2026, Lincoln’s population growth forecast is 840 new 

residential units. According to the Region’s analysis, Lincoln’s share of housing growth in 

the Region is approximately 5% over the next 30 years. It is important to note that these 

growth targets are minimums and as a result of other applicable Provincial Policy that 

encourages more compact built form and more efficient use of lands in urban areas, there 

is significant support within these policies to go beyond the minimum targets.   

The Region’s municipal growth allocations are intended to be based on the planned 

housing mix, consider market activity, and current development expectations. Staff are of 

the opinion that the population growth forecast for Lincoln is low considering current 

development proposals and the planned higher densities in the Beamsville GO Station 

Area and Prudhommes area. As such, staff are of the opinion that further consultation is 

needed with Niagara Region prior to finalizing growth allocations for Lincoln. An 

appropriate growth allocation is important particularly since the Region’s Master Servicing 

Plan (“MSP”) and the Transportation Master Plan (“TMP”) utilize growth forecasts to 

identify where and when infrastructure improvements will be made to meet the demands 

of future households and businesses. At this time, the MSP, TMP and the Development 

Charges By-law are all under review by the Region. The forecasts and policy direction of 

the Regional Structure as outlined in PDS 17-2021 and summarized in this report will be 

used to inform these reviews. 

Policy Areas For Growth 

Achieving complete communities is how the Province anticipates lands to be developed, 

resources to be managed and protected, and investments to be made in public 

infrastructure. Complete communities are defined in the Growth Plan as mixed-use 

neighbourhoods or other areas that offer opportunities for people of all ages and abilities 

to conveniently access most of the necessities for daily living, including an appropriate 

mix of jobs, local stores and services, and a full range of housing and transportation 
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options. Complete communities are to be designed in a way that reduces urban sprawl 

and supports the appropriate intensification of existing built-up areas. The Growth Plan 

accomplishes this by establishing minimum intensification and density targets for 

designated areas of growth within a municipality. In meeting these targets and 

establishing policies which support the appropriate intensification of built-up areas, 

municipalities are able to make more effective use of investments in infrastructure and 

the public realm, and in turn provide a better quality of life for its residents. 

The Region has allocated all household growth to three policy areas, consistent with 

Growth Plan requirements.  These are: the Built-Up Area, the Designated Greenfield 

Area, and the Rural Area and the Regional allocations are shown in the table below (see 

Appendix D for the Region’s policy area map).    

 
 
 
 
 
 

Financial, Legal, Staff Considerations: 

Financial: (insert detail; if none, state N/A) 
 
Staffing: (insert detail; if none, state N/A) 
 
Legal: (insert detail; if none, state N/A). 

Public Engagement Matters: 

(insert any applicable information). 

Source: Hemson Consulting, Niagara Region Municipal Comprehensive Review – Growth 

Allocation update to 2051, Table 8. PDS 17-2021 Appendix 3.3  

Built-Up Area (BUA) 

This refers to the limits of developed urban area for the purpose of measuring the 

minimum intensification target in this the Growth Plan. Intensification refers to 

development or redevelopment within this area and can include a range of housing forms. 

The Provincial Growth Plan requires a minimum of 50% of new development across the 

Region to occur within Built-Up Areas.  The Region is seeking to exceed this 50% 

intensification requirement with a Regional Intensification Rate of 56%.  A higher 

intensification rate reduces the overall Community Area Land Need.   

The intensification rate for Lincoln has been proposed by the Region to be set at 80% 

(see table below).  This 80% rate is based largely on Lincoln’s capacity to accommodate 

growth within its Built-Up Area and the very limited remaining supply of undeveloped 
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Greenfield lands.  Also, since Lincoln is located within the Greenbelt Plan area, there is 

no ability to expand the Urban Area boundary and growth must be accommodated for 

through intensification. 

Designated Greenfield Area (DGA) 

The Growth Plan requires the Region to meet an overall density target of at least 50 

people and jobs per hectare within Designated Greenfield Areas; this is the remainder of 

the designated Urban Area outside of the Delineated Built-Up Area.   

There are approximately 25 hectares of vacant Designated Greenfield Area left in Lincoln, 

comprised primarily of lands in the Beamsville GO Transit Station area as indicated in the 

Region’s policy area map.  Based on the Region’s draft LNA, Lincoln has a sufficient 

supply of Designated Greenfield Area to accommodate its allocated 2051 population 

forecast, and has neither excess lands nor the need for additional Designated Greenfield 

Area lands. 

The Region’s forecasts plan for Lincoln’s DGA to achieve a vacant DGA target that far 

exceeds the minimum 50 people and jobs per hectare due to the Beamsville GO Transit 

Station area being planned for higher density growth.  The Beamsville GO Transit Station 

Secondary Plan has identified an overall density target of 150 people and jobs per 

hectare.  The Secondary Plan density target is in line with development proposals in the 

area and is needed to ensure there is sufficient population in proximity to the GO station.. 

The Region has allocated an additional 900 households to Lincoln’s Designated 

Greenfield Area over the next 30 years.  Staff are of the opinion that this figure is low, 

considering the majority of Lincoln’s vacant Designated Greenfield Area is located in the 

Beamsville Go Transit Station area which has planned for higher transit-oriented 

densities. 

Rural Area 

The Rural Area includes all areas outside of Urban Settlement Areas, such as the 

Agricultural System and Rural Settlements (Hamlets). According to Growth Plan policies, 

only limited amount of growth can be directed to Rural Areas and development will be 

concentrated within Rural Settlements, including villages and hamlets.  Consistent with 

these policies, the Region has allocated 0.5% of Lincoln’s growth to the Rural Area. Town 

staff are supportive of this.  

Housing Growth By Type 

The Region’s technical Land Needs Assessment (LNA) is required to break out the 

housing forecast into housing types that are achievable and considers market-demand.  

The Region’s LNA has included 1,590 additional singles and semis in Lincoln over the 

next 30 years, representing 35% of Lincoln’s growth (see Table below).  Most of these 

singles and semis are assumed to be accommodated in Lincoln’s Built-Up Area, primarily 

the Beamsville GO Station Secondary Plan area and Prudhommes Secondary Plan area.  
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This is unlikely to occur given the limited vacant land in the BUA available for low density 

development. Within Built-Up Areas, the housing mix is predominately medium and higher 

density forms of housing including row (multiple) and apartment housing, consistent with 

what many municipalities are seeing in terms of growth trends.  Staff are of the opinion 

that the LNA be refined for Lincoln prior to finalizing.  A larger proportion of growth should 

be allocated to apartment unit types.  This considers both market demand based on 

development proposals the Town has been receiving in the BUA, the planned densities 

in the BUA, and the limited supply of vacant land available in the BUA. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Regional Target Town Approved Difference 
Between Target 
and Town 
Approved 

Single Detached 1,361 182 -1,179 

Semi-Detached 229 24 -205 

Row Housing 1,540 606 -934 

Apartments 1,470 1,514 44 

Total 4,600 2,326 -2,274 

 

A large component of the Region’s proposed housing policies pertain to supporting the 

creation of a housing stock that is more diverse (i.e. building more medium and high-

density dwellings) and expediting the process of constructing affordable housing for low- 

and moderate-income households. The proposed policies follow the general themes: 

 Monitoring housing construction and price trends,  

 Adopting affordable housing targets to ensure that 25% of all new housing is 

affordable, 
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 Adopting a Housing First policy for surplus municipal lands that will be sold,  

 Advocate with the Region and coordinate efforts on affordable housing policies, 

 Providing greater flexibility in development standards and policies for new 

affordable housing, and 

 Provide financial incentives to support purpose built affordable housing.  

Town staff are generally in support of these changes, and several are already within the 

Town’s Official Plan.  A wide mix of housing types will help meet market needs as well as 

attract diverse populations to Niagara across all ages, incomes and backgrounds.  One 

area of concern is how the “Affordable Housing” will be defined. On account of the varying 

average household incomes, what may be considered affordable in Lincoln may not be 

in other lower tier municipalities. Town staff can work with Regional planners to finetune 

this definition to ensure that it better reflects the reality in Lincoln. 

Regional Structure 

The Regional Structure is the basis for growth management in Niagara. It provides 

direction on critical factors needed to allocate population and employment forecasts within 

Urban Areas and Rural Settlements. The Regional Structure will coordinate and support 

a range of land use considerations, including investments in infrastructure and public 

service facilities; the protection of employment areas and agricultural lands; the creation 

of sustainable and resilient communities; and the preservation of key natural heritage and 

water resource systems. 

Specifically, the Regional Structure strategically directs growth in alignment with Growth 

Plan Policy 2.2.2.1, which requires the majority of forecasted growth to be directed to 

Urban Areas that are serviced by existing or planned infrastructure. This growth is to be 

focused in Built-Up Areas, Strategic Growth Areas, locations with existing or planned 

transit service, and areas with existing or planned public service facilities. The Regional 

methodology is outlined in detail in Appendix E of this report.   

The Region’s proposed Strategic Growth Areas (SGA) are the focus for higher density, 

mixed-use development and major investments in transit infrastructure, public service 

facilities, and improvements to the public realm.  The Beamsville GO Transit Station area 

is identified as a future proposed Major Transit Station Area and is included as a Strategic 

Growth Area. Other SGAs include downtown St. Catharines Urban Growth Centre, 

downtown Welland Regional Growth Centre, and Brock and Glendale Niagara District 

Plan Areas.  The Region’s draft regional structure policies include the following: 

 Strategic growth areas are considered the highest priority for development and 

intensification, as well as the primary location for major public service facilities, 

high density and mixed-use development, and major commercial and 

entertainment uses.  

 Major transit station areas will be required to achieve a minimum density target of 

125 residents and jobs combined per hectare to the horizon of this Plan 
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Once the Region’s Official Plan is approved, the Town will be required to update policies 

in the Town’s Official Plan and/or Zoning By-law in accordance with the Regional 

Structure.  This includes: 

 Identifying the boundaries of the new proposed Strategic Growth Area (Beamsville 

GO Major Transit Station Area) 

 The minimum 125 residents and jobs per hectare density target for the new 

Strategic Growth Area must be identified. The Beamsville GO Transit Station 

Secondary Plan has identified an overall density target of 150 people and jobs per 

hectare. 

 The 80% minimum intensification rate must be applied to achieve the Region-wide 

intensification target of 56%.  

Employment 

The Growth Plan requires Niagara Region to plan for a minimum of 272,000 jobs by 2051.  

The Region must allocate the employment forecast to local municipalities and categorize 

employment by type, including Major Office, Population-Related Employment, 

Employment Land Employment and Rural Based Employment (see table below). These 

employment categories can be described as: 

Major Office: Occurs in areas of population-related employment and employment land 

employment.  Compatible with sensitive land uses such as residential, institutional, and 

recreation uses. 

Population-Related Employment: Expected to occur on mixed-use, commercial, 

institutional, and/or government designated lands.   

Employment Land Employment: Planned to occur within the Region’s employment areas.  

Generally consist of clusters of traditional business and economic activities including, but 

not limited to, manufacturing, warehousing, offices, and associated retail and ancillary 

facilities. 

Rural Based Employment: Encompasses all rural-based jobs within rural settlement areas 

and outside of the urban area.  Key job contributors include rural and agricultural 

operations, the agricultural system, and the agri-food network. 
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The table below breaks down Lincoln’s employment growth by policy area.  Lincoln has 

the highest proportion of employment growth in the Rural Area (39%) in Niagara Region, 

with the exception of Wainfleet which is comprised entirely of Rural Area.  This high 

proportion of Rural Area employment is expected considering Lincoln’s aim to become a 

Center of Excellence for Agriculture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In general staff note that the growth projections for the Town do not accurately reflect the 

growth trends we are seeing via development concepts either from the perspective of 

population, housing unit or housing type standpoints. It is important to note that these 

discussions have been occurring with the Region and they have been made aware of our 

comments as we have been consulted to date.  
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Proposed Agricultural Policies 
 

Area of agricultural land base classifications (draft policy 4.1.1) 

Mapping of Niagara Region’s agricultural land base is being updated to reflect changes 

made to the Province’s agricultural land base maps as identified by the Ontario Ministry 

of Agriculture, Food, and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA). Lincoln is subject to two Agricultural 

land base policies: 1) Specialty Crop Area, and 2) Prime Agricultural Area. Upon a review 

of the updated map, no changes to the current location of these land bases are being 

proposed.  

Town staff note that minor changes may need to be undertaken to the Agricultural Land 

Base map should minor urban boundary changes be made for technical reasons. Should 

these revisions be required, the Town would also have to undertake minor mapping 

exercises to conform with the Region and Province’s maps.  

Land Uses within the agricultural areas (Draft policies 4.1.2 – 4.1.3, 4.1.7 – 4.1.11) 

There is no change to the type of land uses that are presently permitted or not permitted 

in the Specialty Crop and Prime Agricultural lands. Town staff have reviewed these 

policies and provide the following comments: 

 Sections 4.1.10.2 – 4.1.10.4 require the completion of an agricultural impact 

assessment for any expansion of a legal non-conforming use or the conversion of 

a legal use to a non-conforming use in the Specialty Crop Area. The wording for 

this should be changed to state that one may be required depending on the context 

of the property and the nature of the use being expanded.  

 Section 4.1.11.12(f) states that short-term accommodations shall not exceed 6 

bedrooms. Regional staff have expressed support for short-term accommodations 

on farms and wineries in the range of 10 – 12 guest rooms provided that they meet 

other policy requirements for on-farm and Agri-tourism uses. Town staff feel that 

the number of potential allowable guest rooms should be increased slightly to 

account the economies of scale needed to make such accommodations viable for 

bonafide farmers provided that items such as private service are possible.  

The majority of changes appear to be in the verbiage itself rather than the content or 

requirements. Aside from the two comments provided above, Town planning staff have 

no concerns with the proposed changes to this section of the Regional OP.  

Consents (Draft policies 4.1.4 and 4.1.6) 

The policies in Sections 4.1.4 – 4.1.6. are intended to provide guidance on consent 

applications in the rural areas. In particular, these policies are designed to govern the 

creation of new rural residential lots for surplus farm dwellings and to protect agricultural 

lands from fragmentation.  
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Rural Residential Lots 

With regard to surplus farm dwelling lots, the policies outlining the requirements for 

proposed consents are largely remain unchanged. Town staff note that many if not all of 

these requirements are already contained within Section 2.1.5.8. of Lincoln’s OP.  

The Region has added a policy to help regulate the size of new rural residential lots. While 

the region requires that all new residential lots be 0.4 hectares in size, they permit a 

maximum of 1.0 hectares to help accommodate the dwelling and the required private 

water and septic service. The new policy notes that proposals for new rural residential 

lots that are in excess of 1.0 hectares may require a Regional Official Plan to determine 

if a larger than permitted lot is appropriate.   

Other Consents 

The Region has separate policies for consent applications in the Specialty Crop and 

Prime Agricultural Areas. No significant changes are proposed for consent applications 

in the Specialty Crop area other than reducing the minimum parcel size from 16.2 

hectares to 16 hectares and the requirement of an Agricultural Impact Assessment for 

infrastructure related consents.  

Policies for consents in the Prime Agricultural Area appear to be more stringent in the 

new OP and require more supporting documents to justify these applications. For 

example, consents related to Agricultural land uses must submit a Planning Justification 

Report to the Region to justify the proposed lot size even if it meets the Town’s OP policies 

for such applications. Town staff feel that this requirement is too stringent and the wording 

should be relaxed to account for applications that meet the general intent of the Town 

and Region’s OP policies and whose sizes may be deficient in a minor nature.   

Lincoln Planning staff offer comments with respect to the proposed policy in Section 

4.1.4.2. in the Region’s OP which states that: “All proposed development and uses will 

include sustainable on-site private water supply and private sewage disposal systems 

subject to applicable Provincial regulations and Ministry approval.” The wording of this 

policy seems to indicate that the Region will not permit any lot severances or existing lots 

of record, to connect to municipal infrastructure if it runs in front of the newly created lot. 

While the vast majority of rural properties in Lincoln do not have municipal water and/or 

sanitary services, those that do may be unable to hook up to such infrastructure in future 

consent applications.  This is not consistent with the Town’s Official Plan as staff’s position 

is that if infrastructure is available across a property’s frontage, then a lateral connection 

is permitted and does not constitute an extension of a service outside the urban 

boundaries which is not permitted under the Greenbelt Plan.  

Generally, notwithstanding above, there is alignment in Town and Regional approaches 

on many policy fronts. For example, both the Region and Town require that a property’s 

on-farm diversified land uses not exceed 2% lot coverage to a max of 10,000 square 
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metres on larger properties as per OMAFRA’s guidelines for permitted uses in agricultural 

areas.  

Proposed Archaeological Policies 
 

The Region has retained Archaeological Services Inc to develop the first Region-wide 
Archaeological Management Plan (“AMP”) for Niagara.  An “AMP” is a planning tool for 
conserving and protecting fragile archaeological resources. The AMP is currently under 
preparation. Regional staff will forward the final AMP with mapping for Council 
endorsement in Q3 2021.  The AMP will offer future recommended policy direction for 
inclusion in the draft consolidated Niagara Official Plan. 
 
Currently all Planning Act applications are screened for archaeological potential and 
decisions regarding when to request an archaeological assessment are based on the 
potential for archaeological resources. Town Planning staff are of the opinion that the 
Archaeological Assessment requirement should include exemptions for minor 
construction/development in these areas. These could include swimming pools, and 
structures under a certain size or perhaps buildings that don’t require footings but can be 
built on slabs or without significant excavation.  
 
Where minor construction occurs in an area with potential for archaeological resources, 
rather than requesting an archaeological assessment, staff recommend as an alternative 
to archaeological assessment that the following clause be included in the decision and/or 
building permit: 
 
“In the event that archaeological resources are discovered during construction, the owner 
agrees to immediately cease construction and undertake an archaeological assessment 
by a licensed archaeologist and adverse impacts to any significant archaeological 
resources found on the site be mitigated through preservation or resource removal and 
documentation.  No further grading or other soil disturbances shall take place on the 
subject property prior to the Ministry of Culture, through the Regional Planning and 
Development Services Department, confirming that all archaeological resource concerns 
have met licensing and resource conservation requirements.”    
 
Settlement Area Boundary Review 
 
The need for a settlement area boundary expansion is determined through the Land 
Needs Assessment which sets out the amount of land required to accommodate growth 
for each local municipality. The Region is working with municipalities that will likely have 
a need for rural area boundary expansions such as Wainfleet and West Lincoln. Tintern 
is the only hamlet in Lincoln, but there is no pressure for growth in this area.  It is also 
surrounded by natural features and creeks which provide clearly identifiable boundaries.  
Requests for boundary expansions throughout the Region are being considered until July 
2, 2021 as part of the review.  The associated map is included in Appendix F. 
 
Town staff previously requested a number of technical amendments as part of the 
Provincial Plans Review and Municipal Comprehensive Review. Although, the Town of 
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Lincoln may not be eligible for boundary expansions due to the Urban Area Boundaries 
being surrounded by the Greenbelt. These requests included lands containing urban uses 
where the property is partly in a settlement area, lands containing urban uses which are 
fully serviced and located contiguous to an existing settlement boundary, and urban lands 
within the Niagara Escarpment Plan in Campden.  The Town’s suggested boundary 
amendments that were included in staff report PL 16-13 continue to be carried forward to 
the Region for consideration.  
 
The Region’s established criteria for minor amendments to urban area boundaries 
supports many of these requests. The criteria includes but is not limited to, 1. Where 
urban area boundaries marginally exceed or fall short of a parcel boundary, a technical 
change will be applied by aligning the urban area boundary to the parcel line, and 2. 
Urban area boundaries will be extended in a case where an existing boundary splits a 
fully serviced developed parcel with limited additional development opportunity.  
 
Town staff request to be provided with draft mapping from the Region when it becomes 
available for comment.  
 

Proposed Transportation Policies 

 
In 2019, transportation policies were updated for the in-effect Official Plan (an exercise 

known as ROPA 13). The new Niagara Official Plan predominately carries forward those 

policies and mapping. 

 Transportation policies will coordinate with Urban Design to contribute to an 

attractive and connected public realm, as well as Regional Structure to ensure 

appropriate infrastructure is in place to serve Strategic Growth Areas. 

 New investments in the Region’s transportation system will prioritize public transit 

and active transportation, including inter-municipal and demand-responsive 

transit, multi-use paths, trails, and dedicated cycling routes. 

 A complete streets approach will be taken for all Regional and local municipal road 

improvements. Complete streets refer to design principles that consider the needs 

and safety of all road users, including people who walk, cycle, take transit, or drive. 

The Regional Public Works department is overseeing the development of a Complete 

Streets Design Manual (CSDM). A component of the CSDM is the application of complete 

street typologies to the Region’s transportation system, which will identify the 

characteristics and appropriate road width ranges needed to accommodate potential 

streetscape elements for all Regional Roads. The Region will use the results of the CSDM 

analysis to update the required right-of-way widths considered during the review of 

development applications and future road improvements projects. The timing for this work 

is anticipated for Fall 2021.Following the approval of the Niagara Official Plan, the Region 

is directed to undertake a “Goods Movement Study” that considers the precise needs of 

Niagara’s goods movement facilities and corridors. 

Town staff are supportive of this policy framework.  
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Proposed Infrastructure Policies 
 

The draft infrastructure policies are intended to guide and set priorities for infrastructure 

planning and investments ensuring economic competitiveness, quality of life, and the 

delivery of public services related to drinking water, wastewater, stormwater, solid waste, 

energy, and utilities. 

Planning for new or expanded infrastructure is proposed to occur in an integrated manner, 

including evaluations of long-range land use, environmental and financial planning, and 

will be supported by infrastructure master plans, asset management plans, watershed 

planning, community energy plans, environmental assessments, climate vulnerability 

analyses and other relevant studies. 

 Infrastructure investments will be leveraged to direct growth and development to 

achieve the minimum intensification and density targets of the Plan. 

 Before developing new infrastructure, the use of existing infrastructure shall be 

optimized, and growth will be planned to ensure efficient use of existing services. 

 Infrastructure risks and vulnerabilities caused by the impacts of climate change will 

be assessed, and actions and investments to address these challenges identified. 

 Water supply and sewage collection shall be provided to meet existing and future 

development needs within the urban settlement area. 

 Outside urban areas, development will continue to be serviced by sustainable 

individual on-site water and sewer systems. Municipal services will not be provided 

outside of urban areas, except where necessary to correct an existing health 

problem. 

 Waste management systems are provided at an appropriate size and type to 

accommodate present and future requirements and to promote reduction, reuse, 

diversion, and recycling objectives. 

 

With respect to the provision of municipal services outside of urban areas, Town staff 

have been engaged with the Region on many site-specific circumstances. According to 

the Greenbelt Plan, extensions of municipal services outside of urban areas is not 

permitted unless to address an identified health issue. That said, as per the Town Official 

Plan, if an existing municipal service exists across a property frontage, then said property 

is permitted to connect laterally to this service. The lateral connection is not considered 

to be an extension of a service since the infrastructure is otherwise already present. The 

Region however does not permit lateral connections to their infrastructure. As such, staff 

are of the opinion that flexibility should be afforded in these situations, subject of course 

to engineering considerations.  

Staff also identify the above statement that investments will be made to support minimum 

density and intensification targets. While staff appreciate that there needs to be clear and 

concise thresholds for which to base these signfiicant investments, there needs to be 

consideration of current growth trends and forecasts that lower area municipalities can 
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provide. These will provide a more accurate picture of what is occurring, especially in 

Lincoln since we have commented earlier in this report that the allocated growth targets 

are too low and that there is policy support to grow beyond minimum targets.  

Financial, Legal, Staff Considerations: 

Financial: N/A 
 
Staffing: N/A 
 
Legal: N/A 

Public Engagement Matters: 

The Region has included many consultation points throughout this process including: 

Consultation with respect to early background content as well as the natural 

environmental started late 2019 where there were a series of initial public information 

centres. There was then a pause due to the pandemic with consultation resuming in 

September 2020 with respect to natural environment, growth management, employment 

lands, community planning, agricultural, aggregates and archaeology. At this time there 

was a series of virtual stakeholder sessions, including municipal staff from local area 

municipalities. There have been multiple discussions also at area planner meetings where 

all local area municipalities are represented.  

Most recently, there was a series of virtual Public Information Centres (PIC’s) held from 

June 9 – 23 to offer opportunities for those interested to learn about draft policies and 

section updates to the Official Plan. 

The draft polices that are the subject of this report have been provided for comment as 

per report PD 17-2021 and comments were requested by July 2nd.  

Conclusion: 

There has been significant work undertaken by the Region to date that has progressed 

through the background information and research phases to development of draft policies 

in select areas. Staff have reviewed these through the lens of the Town’s overall vision 

laid out through Council’s Priorities document, along with most recent provincial policy 

and Town policy frameworks. Town staff have submitted this report to provide initial 

commentary to the Region on the draft policies developed to date. It is important to note 

that there will be further opportunities to provide input both on these policies as well as 

those that have yet to be developed.  
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Matt Bruder, MCIP, RPP  
Director of Planning and Development 
905-563-2799 Ext.231 

Appendices: 

Appendix A: Regional Staff Report PDS 17-2021 
Appendix B: Natural Environment Overview and Recommendations as outlined in 

Appendices 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 of PDS 17-2021  
Appendix C:  Growth Forecasting and Allocation background and draft policies as outlined in 

Appendices 3.3 and 3.4 of PDS 17-2021 
Appendix D:  Appendix 4.4 Regional Structure Schedule 
Appendix E:  Regional Structure Policies and Overview as outlined in Appendices 4.1 to 4.3 

of PDS 17-2021 
Appendix F: Request for Boundary Changes 

Report Approval: 

Report has been reviewed and/or approved by the Senior Planner, Manager of Planning 

and Development, Manager of Special Projects, Director of Special Projects. Final 

approval is by the Chief Administrative Officer. 

 


